1. **SUMMER WORD Search**

   Circle these words that appear horizontally, vertically, and diagonally in the Word Search on the next page.

   - kayak
   - tank
   - summer
   - oxygen
   - scuba
   - swimmer
   - diver
   - water
   - rafting
   - pool
   - oar
   - ocean
   - paddle
   - lake
   - sail
   - beach

2. **Secret MESSAGE for SUMMER**

   Unscramble these school words and use the circled numbers to reveal your secret summer message.

   | KCACPBKA | 5 3 9 17 1 3 9 17 |
   | EMGTYEO | 22 25 10 4 25 13 16 23 |
   | NRCIFATOS | 15 16 3 9 13 2 10 6 20 |
   | RDNESIF | 15 16 2 25 6 11 20 |
   | HAMT | 4 3 13 8 |
   | RIYBALR | 14 2 5 16 3 16 23 |

   Secret Message:

   - S Q Q Y B O L O O P J R E T
   - P U F F X E P W M M E S M C
   - E A M Y T R A X I T K A P C
   - P K G M L A D C A O O I S N
   - B E A T E O D W H G T L G O
   - N C B L O R L N N A Y Y D Y
   - K A Y A K U E I N M P U R X
   - R A U X F J T K G H X F R C
   - E D B K M F O C E A N B M D
   - V H G U A S W I M M E R A P
   - I H V R C O X J N X U W H E
   - D T G B Q S A V H E A N T B
   - O Q C Z L M F C T U Z Y E S

3. **Say HAiku to SUMMER**

   A haiku is a poem, usually about nature or a season, that has three lines that do not rhyme. The first line contains 5 syllables, the second line contains 7 syllables and the last line contains 5 syllables.

   Summer means happy
   Diving on a coral reef
   Bubbles rise upward.

   Write your own summer haiku. Don’t forget to count the syllables.
1. backpack
   geometry
   fractions
   friends
   math
   library

2. think smart
   and be safe